improved collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm is proposed to solve the problem of sparse and low recommendation accuracy of traditional collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm. User preferences and user trust relationships are used to calculate the user's preferences for the project, and the user ratings are used to fill the scoring matrix with unrated items. Considering the change of user interest and user relationship, we introduce time based interest weight function and preference degree to the project similarity computation and recommendation process, and identify the nearest neighbor set, so as to achieve the best recommendation. User preferences and user trust relationships are used to calculate the user's preferences for the project, and the user ratings are used to fill the scoring matrix with unrated items.
I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid development of information technology has brought great convenience to people, but also brought about information overload. In order to solve this problem, many researchers have put forward many effective solutions. Recommendation system as one of the representative type of solution link to different users and different items by the personalized recommendation algorithm. It is convenient for users to easily find themselves interested in things, and can efficiently show items to interested users. Personalized recommendation technology through information filtering to solve the above problems, the application of a wide range of collaborative filtering algorithm --K neighboring algorithm [1] mainly includes the following steps: a) similarity matrix is obtained using the similarity calculation formula.
b) to obtain the user (project) K near neighbor.
c) the scoring project is predicted by the scoring prediction formula, and the corresponding recommendation set is generated.
However, there are still some shortcomings in the k-nearest neighbor algorithm, such as the low recommendation accuracy due to data sparsity, the cold start-up of users (project) and the recommendation of diversity [2] .
In view of the above problems, scholars have carried out a series of improvement studies. Wang Jun, de Vries A P and Reinders M J T propose a unified collaborative filtering algorithm based on user and project-based similarity [3] , which can reduce the data sparsity and improve the accuracy of the nearest neighbor search. Huang Chuangguang and his colleagues propose a collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm is proposed, which can be used to select the prediction target, and the trust subgroup with high trust is recommended to improve the prediction accuracy.Xu Zhihong and Wang Baoying propose the formula of emissivity of heat energy is applied to the calculation formula of comprehensive similarity to improve the accuracy of recommendation.
In the above literature, the similarity calculation method is obtained through the common score item set between users. However, in the case of extremely sparse data, the user's common scoring project set may be small, which results in a low accuracy of the similarity calculation. The user similarity measure is closely related to the user's interest, in addition to the user's rating of the project. Xing Chunxiao and his colleagues calculate the weight based on time window and the similar data weight, and uses linear attenuation function to determine the user's interest over time.By adding the user's trust and attribute information of the project, Chen Zhiming and Li Zhiqiang use the time strategy of interest change based on the rule of forgetting to recommend the user to the neighbor collection. On this basis, we propose a collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm based on scoring matrix filling and user interest. Using the preference relation with users to populate the sum of the weighted score users never score projects to solve the data sparseness through comprehensive user preference for the project properties and the relationship between user computing user preference for a project. At the same time, the time weight function is added to the similarity calculation and recommendation, and the recommendation accuracy is further improved considering the changes of users' interests.
II. TRADITIONAL COLLABORATIVE FILTERING ALGORITHM
Set user assemble U = {U , U ,…,U }, project assemble I = {I , I ,...,I }, R × (M is the number of users, n is the number of items) to represent the user's rating matrix for the project. r is the score of user U for project I (the score is between 1 and 5) and the "0" value in the matrix indicates is that a user did not grade the project. The main steps of the userbased collaborative filtering algorithm are as follows:
Step 1: Solve the similarity matrix between project and project.
Collaborative filtering algorithm first finds the current user similarity items based on the score matrix. It is commonly used to calculate the connection degree between 2 fixed distance variables According to the above Pearson correlation coefficient. This similarity method is used to calculate the similarity of user i and j: Step 2: Solving project K nearest neighbor set
The similarity matrix of the target project is calculated by equation (1), and then descending order, and the former K maximum value is denoted as KNN(i) :
In which, j I represents a set of projects; max ) ( k i S represents the top K value of the highest similarity to the project I.
Step 3: Generate recommendation sets Set the nearest neighbor set of the target user a to be KNN (i), then the user a's prediction score for the non rated project ui rˆ can be obtained by formula (3) .
indicates that j is the closest neighbor of K to i.
III. COLLABORATIVE FILTERING RECOMMENDATION ALGORITHM BASED ON SCORE MATRIX FILLING AND USER INTEREST

A. User Preference
The traditional collaborative filtering algorithm generally considers the user dominant score as the user's preference, but because the scoring matrix is too sparse, it can't get the nearest neighbor accurately. Considering that the interest of users in real life is mainly embodied in one or some category, that is, the preference of category attributes for a project or a commodity. At the same time, the relationship between users will also affect user preferences. Therefore, the user's preference for the project is calculated from the perspective of user and user relations.
1) User attribute preference:
With the expansion of the scale of e-commerce, the number of users and projects of the system has increased rapidly, but the existing classification information of the project has not changed. Each project has its own attributes that allow users to quickly search for what they need [4] . In general, the item -attribute information of the commodity in the e-commerce system is shown in Figure І . 2) User trust calculation: Using the traditional collaborative filtering algorithms recommend items for the user, the user can often be affected by the score matrix of data sparsity, unable to calculate the similarity of users, using compute trust between users instead of user similarity, can to some extent alleviate the problem of data sparseness.
In this paper, trust degree will be used as a measure of a user's prediction accuracy. The calculation of trust value is carried out among every two users, and the trust relationship is irreversible. That is, the user A is highly trusted with the user B, and the user B is still highly likely to be untrusted to the user A. For a target user, the user may also receive from many other users recommend items, but eventually choose to buy items and scoring is just part of them, when the target users of the goods can be the actual score, score and rating prediction target users are compared, and the trust between them value. In the whole process, we only focus on the prediction accuracy of the recommended user v corresponding to the target user u, which is actually purchased and evaluated by v. In order to evaluate the prediction accuracy of the recommended user v, we first use the formula (5) is calculated by the formula (6):
is the actual score of the target user u on item i, the recommendation system to score 5 points, the 5 represents the highest score of 5 points, 1 represents the lowest score of 1 points, the highest score and the lowest score here using the difference 4 as the denominator to ensure the value is, the higher the prediction accuracy of user v is. The higher the degree of trust of user u is, the higher the trust degree of user v will be. With the increase of the actual number of target users, the accuracy of the corresponding trust calculation will also be improved.
B. User Similarity Calculation
My algorithm needs to compute user preference and trust double information, so for each user, the similarity is decomposed into user preference similarity and user trust. 
When α=1, the user similarity degenerates to the user's preference similarity; when α=0, the user similarity degenerates to the user's trust degree; When α is (0,1), it is calculated on the basis of user preference and user trust.
The recommendation system goal is to different user preferences based on the personalized recommendation items, my paper calculates the user preferences, finally introduces user trust degree, comprehensive evaluation of multiple levels of similarity between users, to establish a more accurate distribution of user preferences, so as to realize the high quality personalized recommendation.
C. Time Based Weight of Interest
Each element in the evaluation matrix of the traditional collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm is a binary element of 0 and 1. In this case, each evaluation value is equal to the user, and the evaluation is static as time goes on. This is obviously not in accordance with the actual situation. In general, people are interested in different sources of interest and will change over time. The resources that users have visited recently are very useful to predict future trends of interest for users. From the above analysis, the recent interest measure function of user interest can be timely based on user interest, for user interest change frequently, and long-term user interest based on metric function is to make up for the missing key features of the recent user interest early data, unable to grasp the user interest are repeated, therefore, will measure function with long-term user interest measure function of user interest recently combined to get:
Among them, β is a weight factor.
D. Improved Collaborative Filtering Recommendation Algorithm
We introduce the user interest of preference degree and time weight to the traditional collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm which only depends on user ratings, and propose an improved collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm.
Algorithm
Collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm for user interest and relationship based on score matrix
Input
User rating information, project score matrix R, project attribute matrix S, neighbor number K 
h) The user preference degree is added to the project score prediction formula. As shown in formula (14), we predict that the top K items with the highest score will be the top-N recommendation set of target user T.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
A) The experimental results and analysis are taken as an example of the hetcrec-2011-Last.fm public data set. The Last.fm dataset contains information about user's scoring information, user relationship, user's definition of item, tag's details, and user's time to project marking.
B) Standard of experimental evaluation
The target user u's prediction score for project i is expressed .Therefore, calculate the change trend of MAE when K = 50. As shown in Figure 2 , the different proportion factor β has a great effect on the recommended quality. Therefore, the importance of some data features can be taken into account by determining the importance of short term user access to the project by determining β.
FIGURE II. MAE OF DIFFERENT RATIO Β
Experiment II.
The MAE value of the collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm based on score matrix filling and user interest (PI-CF)is calculated in my paper. According to the optimal value set β=0.5 in Experiment 1, the MAE value obtained by experiment is compared with the traditional collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm based on user collaborative filtering and the collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm proposed in [5] .The results of the experiment are shown in Figure III . Figure III , we can see that the user preference value is introduced into the user rating matrix, and the user's non scoring items are filled to solve the sparsity and improve the recommendation accuracy. And time based interest weight can highlight the importance of recent data, and avoid early data being ignored, which can more accurately reflect the trend of user interest change, and it can effectively improve the accuracy of recommendation.
V. CONCLUSION
Aiming at the characteristics of the traditional collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm, such as sparse data and no user interest, this paper solves the problem of sparsity to a certain extent, based on the preference degree of users to an item, and obtaining preference values before filling up the scoring matrix. At the same time, considering the user interest characteristics under time weighting, and comparing with other collaborative filtering recommendation algorithms, the results show that our algorithm can effectively improve the recommendation sparsity and improve the quality of recommendation system. In the next step, the collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm can be transplanted into the cloud computing environment to improve the parallelism and extensibility of the algorithm.
